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New for ISE 2020!
WolfVision introduces the CYNAP PURE PRO wireless presentation and
collaboration system.
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KLAUS, AUSTRIA – January 21, 2020. WolfVision, the worldwide manufacturer of
presentation and collaboration technology solutions, announces an important
extension to its Cynap system portfolio. The new Cynap Pure Pro wireless
presentation and collaboration system will be introduced at this year’s ISE 2020
show. With many of the features of WolfVision’s larger Cynap systems, this
compact but powerful system provides BYOD wireless screen mirroring capability,
combined with web conferencing, annotation, and other popular collaboration
tools.
Cynap Pure Pro features comprehensive BYOD screen mirroring capability,
providing wireless screen sharing for all iOS, Android, Windows, macOS, and
Chrome OS devices onto a central shared display screen. Connection is quick and
easy, and support for AirPlay, Chromecast, and Miracast mirroring protocols means
that no software, apps or dongles are needed when sharing content on-screen from
smartphones, tablets or laptops.
A suite of annotation tools enables mark-up of any open window with the useful
option to save the content if required, and other key features include support for
Zoom and WebRTC meetings, a built-in media player, room booking module, and
‘touchback’ functionality, which enables remote control of laptops while working at
a shared multi-touch screen.
In common with other Cynap systems, the Cynap Pure Pro comes with 4K output
resolution, up to 4 window on-screen display, and free-of-charge firmware updates
and remote management tools. Both customisable and prepared API modules are
also available, enabling easy room control system integration.
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VZ-8.UHD VISUALIZER: Next generation Imaging from WolfVision

WolfVision also launches its first 4K Visualizer system, the new VZ-8.UHD at ISE
2020. The new Visualizer comes with newly designed optical and electronic
systems, and in addition to 4K UHD output resolution, the high performance,
networked AV-ready specification includes a touchscreen control and preview
monitor, plus simultaneous 4K recording and streaming capability. Continuous
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autofocus and manual focus modes are available, and for the first time WolfVision
also includes a unique 9-point touch and focus mode. This useful feature enables
presenters to quickly focus on a specific part of the on-screen image, simply by
selecting the desired area using the touchscreen preview monitor located on the
camera head.

WolfVision adds support for Zoom meetings to Cynap & Cynap Core.
Cynap and Cynap Core presentation and collaboration systems will now provide
support for Zoom video meetings. The new integration, which will be on show at
ISE 2020, and available via free-of-charge firmware update, enables registered
Zoom users to start an instant meeting or join a scheduled Zoom meeting directly
from within a Cynap or Cynap Core appliance.
Cynap solutions are all-in-one wireless presentation and collaboration appliances,
that come with a range of built-in features such as BYOD wireless screen sharing,
a media player, recording and streaming functionality, and annotation. They are
used primarily in classrooms, meeting rooms, huddle spaces and courtrooms, where
their multi-functional capability facilitates effective control, display and sharing of
digital content materials of all kinds.
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Driving Knowledge Creation
WolfVision GmbH is a leading developer and manufacturer of innovative systems for effective
knowledge transfer, collaboration and communication. WolfVision systems are used in higher
education, and in companies, during presentations, meetings, web conferences, training sessions,
and demonstrations. They are also often used in courtrooms for viewing and management of
judicial evidence. Located in the Vorarlberg region of Austria, the company has offices in the USA,
Canada, Japan, Singapore, India, Dubai, Norway, and the UK.
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